Purpose: A central problem in the field of radiation therapy (RT) is how to optimally deliver dose to a patient in a way that fully accounts for anatomical changes due to motion. Adaptive radiation therapy (ART) is a motion management modality where dose re-planning is performed before the start of each treatment fraction. However, ART cannot address realtime tumor motion, or other volumetric anatomy changes, that may take place during actual radiation delivery. To overcome these limitations, we present a concept study on a novel approach to perform real-time ART (RT-ART) based on voxel dose history tracking and fast beamlet delivery. Methods: The conceptual RT-ART system had radiation beamlets arranged 360 degrees around the patient in a ring configuration and fast gantry and MLC speeds that allow realtime access to the entire beamlet space. It was assumed that there exists a suitable image tracking system that can monitor the real-time position of all voxels forming targets and organs-at-risk (OAR). The voxel dose history was calculated at any point during delivery based on the tracked voxel position and beam on/off history. During delivery, if patient motion remains under a predefined threshold, beamlet intensities were delivered as according to the initial RT plan. However, if motion exceeds threshold, a time dependent objective function was solved using fast optimization methods to calculate new beamlet intensities that were then delivered to the patient. To evaluate the effectiveness of the system, dynamical CT input data was simulated using a TG-119 phantom for three different patient derived motion types: step-like, continuous drift, and periodic. Results: For each motion type investigated, the RT-ART method was compared against the ideal static case (no patient motion) as well as to the dynamic case without the use of RT-ART (no patient motion management). For all motion types investigated, isodose lines and dose-volume-histograms (DVH) showed that the RT-ART plan quality was approximately the same as the static case, whereas, the dynamic case showed significantly reduced dose conformity. For step-like, continuous drift, and periodic motion the RT-ART method resulted in a PTV-D95 of 96.3%, 100.0%, and 100.0%, respectively, which compares well with 100% for the static case. Without, the use of RT-ART, the PTV-D95 decreased to 80.7%, 83.9%, and 84.7% for step-like, continuous drift, and periodic motion, respectively. The RT-ART method resulted in a PTV-V95 of 97.6%, 98.3%, and 98.3%, respectively, which compares well with 98.1% for static case. Without, the use of RT-ART, the PTV-V95 was 85.0%, 84.6%, and 85.7% for step-like, continuous drift, and periodic motion, respectively. Conclusions: RT-ART optimization has the potential of optimally delivering dose to a patient in a way that fully accounts for anatomical changes due to motion. Based on tests using step-like, continuous drift, and period motion, RT-ART was able to recover dose conformity to the level that it was similar to an ideal RT delivery with no patient motion.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A long standing problem in the field of radiation therapy (RT) is how to optimally deliver dose to a patient in a way that fully accounts for anatomical changes due to motion. Adaptive radiation therapy (ART) is a newer treatment modality that aims to address the issue of patient inter-fractional anatomy change. Before the start of each treatment fraction, volumetric imaging is taken and dose re-planning is rapidly performed 1-3 . During the re-planning process, deformable image registration (DIR), dose calculation, quality assurance (QA), and other methods are used to correct the tumor and organs-at-risk (OAR) for shrinkage, expansion, motion, or other anatomical changes that may have occurred after the initial CT scan. A number of studies have evaluated the benefits of ART, indicating improved target coverage and reduced normal tissue toxicity 4,5 . However, current ART methods do not fully address the RT motion management problem as changes can still take place during actual radiation beam delivery. The lung, prostate, pancreas, liver, and other thoracic and abdominal tumors can move as much as 35mm with breathing, rectal filling, intestinal gas, or other types of biological motion 6, 7 . Numerous studies have shown how such intra-fractional motion can severely compromise the dosimetric quality of RT plans leading to incomplete target irradiation and unwanted exposure of healthy tissue to high levels of radiation resulting in poor tumor control, tissue toxicity, and other serious health issues for the patient 8 .
A variety of methods have been proposed to solve the intra-fractional RT motion management problem. One method is to enlarge the target treatment volume to encompass the target's entire range of motion through creation of an internal-treatment-volume (ITV) 9, 10 . However, this leads to increased irradiation of surround healthy tissues and is not suitable to hypo-fractioned techniques such as stereotactic body radiation thereapy (SBRT). Another method is to gate the treatment beam such that it is turned on and off when the target enters and exits a predefined positional window, respectively 11 . Gated RT therefore reduces the delivery to that of a conventional static delivery, however, can suffer from inaccuracies due to changes in the correlation between internal target and external surface motion, may result in poor linear accelerator (LINAC) duty cycles, and cannot account for target baseline drift or deformable anatomy changes 12, 13 . Another approach is to move the radiation source or patient such that target motion is compensated. In one implementation, a robotic arm moves a compact LINAC in sync with a lung tumor undergoing respiratory motion 14 . Another technique is the use of multi-leaf collimator (MLC) tracking, where the MLC leaves dynamically move with the tumor [15] [16] [17] . Moving the entire patient through use of a dynamical treatment table has also been explored 18 . For the case of stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS), a small compact robot capable of performing highly precise 6 degree-of-freedom (6DoF) was shown to be effective at maintaining patient's head stability [19] [20] [21] . Except for special cases such as the brain, most treatment sites are non-rigid-body structures that can undergo deformation such that the relative distances between targets and OARs can change. As current dynamical motion compensation techniques blindly move the radiation beam or treatment table to follow the target, they can unintentionally irradiate OARs, or other healthy tissues. Such techniques are therefore not amendable in maintaining optimality of highly conformal RT methods such as intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) or volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) where dose is precisely optimized to a specific patient geometry.
To maintain a fully optimal treatment plan it is therefore necessary to perform real-time ART (RT-ART). In one study a negative feedback system was used to perform real-time adaptive motion optimization by use of dose accumulation tracking and target motion prediction 22 . Leaf opening times of upcoming projections were calculated right before its delivery. In order to keep high dynamic response rates, only one projection was optimized at a time resulting in execution times of less than 100ms per projection. The primary drawbacks of the technique was that only a limited set of beamlets were optimized at any point in time, significantly re-ducing the degrees-of-freedom available when optimizing over the entire beamlet space, and potentially resulting in a less optimal RT plan.This limitation is primary due to slow gantry rotation speeds, which can take several minutes to cross the entire beamlet space, and therefore prevents the entire beamlet space from adapting to real-time positional changes in the patient. In this work, we present a proof of concept study that aims to solve the RT-ART optimization problem using a hypothetical system where the entire beamlet space is accessible in real-time. If target or OAR motion is detected to exceed threshold, real-time structure volume tracking, dose calculation, and a novel time based objective function is solved to determine optimal beamlet intensities that are then delivered to the patient.
II. METHODS AND MATERIALS

II.A. System design
The concept was based on all beamlets being accessible in real-time such that on-the-fly dose adaptation can be performed. In the proposed design, it was assumed that radiation beamlets were located 360 degrees around the patient in a ring like configuration such as formed by a radiation source that is rapidly rotating around the patient (Figure 1 ). It was also assumed that a suitable imaging device exists that allows real-time tracking of all target and OAR structures as necessary for dose optimization purposes. Using such positional information together with the LINAC beam on/off history therefore allows calculation of the cumulative voxel dose history.
The workflow of the proposed RT-ART method is shown Figure 2 . Similar to conventional RT, a CT simulation is first acquired and a plan generated before the start of treatment with targets and OARs segmented and satisfying prescribed doses. During treatment, real-time imaging is used to monitor the position of all target and OAR voxels and is used to judge whether or not motion is within threshold. If motion is below threshold, RT-ART delivers radiation as according to the initial beamlet intensities. In this case, the treatment is similar to conventional RT. However, if motion exceeds threshold, RT-ART generates an updated dosimetric plan based on the current voxel dose history. The adapted plan is then checked by a real-time QA system in order to determine plan acceptability, and, if acceptable, treatment continues using the updated beamlet intensities. In the case that RT-ART is not able to find a new plan that is clinically acceptable, the treatment would be stopped and manual intervention would be required.
II.B. Real-time beamlet optimization
With the assumption of fast gantry rotation and MLC switch speeds, treatment planning can be considered as a fluence map optimization (FMO) problem, and solved by convex optimization methods. In this work we used the interior point optimizer (IPOPT) 23 , although other optimization algorithms such as proximal operator graph solver (POGS) 24, 25 or quasi-Newton methods such as the limited-memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (L-BFGS) 26 can also be used. The real time adaptive optimization problem is formulated as
Here it should be noted that the objective function is dynamic in that it is a function of the real-time organ voxel positions z(t). This is fundamentally different from current IMRT and VMAT methods which are static in nature. The dose matrix D is a function of z(t) and is updated by a suitable real-time tracking device.
The voxel dose history d n−1 is calculated based on z(t) and LINAC beam on/off information. Beamlet intensities x n ∈ R n are calculated by taking into account the accumulated voxel dose history and minimizing the dose deviation f (·) with respect to the prescribed dose and OAR dose constraints p. matrix D was calculated using a pencil beam algorithm as provided by the matRad open source multi-modality radiation treatment planning system 27, 28 . For dose calculation, the original CT image was down-sampled to a lower resolution, and was gridded in three dimensions.
The coordinate system and the conversion of voxel indices to spatial location was given as in 27 . Based on the real-time CT scan, the dose matrix D was calculated for the purpose of voxel dose tracking and re-optimization. The RT-ART optimization process was triggered when the target displacement in any AP, RL and SI direction was bigger than certain threshold. The relationship can be described as a trigger function with multiple ideal hysteresis loops. The trigger function takes discrete values, and when it jumps from one value to another, a real-time optimization was started.
II.C. Motion simulation
A CT scan following the TG-119 protocol 29 was used to simulate input data that would be provided by a hypothetical imaging system capable of real-time volumetric structure tracking. A C-shaped target surrounding by a central avoidance structure was created. The outer arc of the target is 3.7 cm in radius and approximately 8 cm long. The center OAR is a cylinder 1 cm in radius and approximately 8 cm long. The gap between the target and OAR was 0.5 cm, so the inner arc of the target is 1.5 cm in radius.
The dynamical response of the RT-ART system was tested using prior patient recorded lung and prostate tumor motion that was specifically chosen to represent a wide variety of different motion types 30, 31 . Specifically, three types of motion were selected: step-like, continuous drift, and periodic. In all cases only rigid-body target motion was simulated by moving the entire planning target volume (PTV) structure within the TG-119 CT.
A prescribed PTV dose of 50 Gy was used. The static case (no patient motion) was set as the reference standard in which to judge the quality of the RT-ART system. Isodoses lines and DVH curves for the static case are shown in Figure 3 . Other metrics used to assess plan quality were PTV-D95, the lowest dose encompassing 95% of the target, and PTV-V95, volume of PTV receiving 95% of the prescription dose or more. For the static case, the PTV-D95 and PTV-V95 were 100.0% and 98.1%, respectively. The case of no patient motion management was refereed to as the dynamic case.
III. RESULTS
The response of the RT-ART system to intra-fractional patient motion is shown in Figure 4 . For continuous drift motion, the 3 mm tolerance level was exceeded 4 times at points A, B, C, and D. At each point, the RT-ART process was automatically triggered in that the optimization problem as defined in Equation 1 was solved using real-time voxel dose accumulation and structure position information. As expected, for a continually adapting system, isodose lines show how over the course of delivery the planned (RT-opt) dose decreases, whereas, the delivered (accu-dose) dose increases until reaching the prescribed 50 Gy PTV goal. Comparing isodose lines of the RT-ART case to the no motion reference standard (Figure 3) , it was seen that the dosimetric conformity was approximately the same, despite the PTV having moved over 6 mm. DVH curves with and without the use of RT-ART are shown in Figure 5 . The RT-ART case generated DVH curves similar to the static case (Figure 3) , whereas, the dynamic case (no patient motion management) shows severely compromised PTV dose coverage. The PTV-D95 was found to to be 100% for the RT-ART case and was significantly better than the application of the static optimization plan to step-like motion (83.9%), and was comparable to the static reference case of 100%.
The results of the RT-ART process as applied to steplike motion are summarized in Figure ? ?. Similar to the continuous drift motion case, the RT-ART process was triggered whenever PTV displacement exceeded 3 mm displacement from the previous re-optimization point. Unlike continuous drift motion, where structure volume velocities were within the dynamic response time of the RT-ART system, the high target velocities around the step region (between points B and C) resulted in the 3 mm threshold being exceed before the RT-ART optimization could finish. This leads to an automated LINAC beam shutoff (gate) until the tracked motion re-enters the dynamical range of the RT-ART. Quantitatively, this happens anytime that the RT-ART response time multiplied by the target velocity is greater than the preset tolerance level. Comparing the RT-ART case to the no motion reference standard (Figure 3 ), dosimetric conformity was approximately the same, whereas, the dynamic case shows poor PTV dose coverage. The PTV-D95 was found to be 96.3% for the RT-ART case and was significantly better than the dynamic case (80.7%). The most challenging case was the application of RT-ART to periodic input motion that is typical for tumors undergoing respiratory motion. Due to high target velocities, the tolerance threshold may be exceed multiple times during each respiratory cycle. As shown in Figure 7 , the RT-ART response time was exceeded near inhale-exhale transition points resulting in beam gating.
In temporal regions where target motion was more stable, the RT-ART process was able to complete and deliver newly optimized beamlets to the patient. Analysis of resultant DVH curves shows similar dosimetric conformity between the RT-ART case and the static reference standard ( Figure 3) , whereas, the dynamic case shows poor dose coverage. The PTV-D95 was found to be 100.0% for the RT-ART case and was significantly better than the dynamic case (84.7%).
IV. DISCUSSION
This work aims to establish the fundamental framework for the RT-ART method by solving the timedependent optimization problem. Based on results involving several patient motion types (step-like, continuous drift, and periodic), significant improvements in overall dose conformity were achieved. Across all motion types investigated, the mean PTV-D95/V95 improved from 83.1%/85.1% for the dynamical case, to 98.8%/98.1% for the RT-ART case. This compares favorably to the mean PTV-D95/V95 of 100.0%/98.1% for an ideal no motion treatment. The hypothetical LINAC assumed in this study has beamlets located around the patient in a ring like configuration and relies on fast gantry rotation and MLC speeds to allow real-time access to any particular beamlet allowing the entire beamlet space to be used for dose adaptation. As both gantry and MLC leaf velocity constraints do not exist, the machine produced fluence map would be similar to an ideal fluence map, such that the entire optimization process becomes convex in nature. Such convex problems are easy to solve, and guarantee discovery of a global minimum, resulting in the most optimal dose solution for the patient. This is fundamentally different from conventional LINACs where gantry and MLC velocity constraints form a non-convex problem that will not guarantee a global minimum 32, 33 .
A potential hardware configuration for a RT-ART machine would be a compact LINAC source that rapidly rotates around the patient at a frequency that is suitable to resolve real-time anatomical changes. Such a configuration is similar to how modern CT scanners operate, where slip ring technology can allow a x-ray source to rotate around the patient at speeds of up to 0.33 s per rotation (180 rpm) 34 . One promising design where RT-ART could be potentially realized is a recently developed PET-LINAC system capable of achieving 1 s per rotation (60 rpm) gantry speeds 35 . To perform real-time beamlet intensity modulation, this system also employs a binary multi-leaf-collimator (MLC) with leaf switch speeds in the range of 20 µs.
A requirement for RT-ART is real-time monitoring of the position of all voxels forming targets and OARs in the patient. As this work was aimed at investigating RT-ART optimization, and development of such imaging systems is beyond the scope of this work, we have simulated this requirement by taking a preexisting TG-119 scan and make it dynamic by rigidly moving the PTV indices as according to prior recorded patient motion data. As shown in Figure ? ?, with knowledge of voxel position and LINAC beam on/off conditions, voxel dose tracking can be readily achieved. Here it should be noted, that the RT-ART method as defined by Equation 1 is in no way limited to simplistic rigid-body motion and is capable of taking in data where both targets and OARs are undergoing translations and deformations. To provide such real-time volumetric information, significant advances in both imaging hardware and software will be required. Potential candidates include externalto-internal correlation methods using infrared markers or 3D surface imaging 36 , kV fluoroscopic tracking 37 , or combined MRI-LINAC systems 38 . Another potential candidate is the PET-LINAC which is capable of acquiring high speed volumetric CT images due to high gantry rotation speeds 35 .
As the RT-ART process is aimed to be as real-time as possible, it is necessary to perform dose calculation and optimization in real-time. Recent research in modern computer algorithms and technologies such as the use GPU parallelization have greatly increased the speed of dose calculation 39, 40 . In one implementation, use of CPU parallelization and vectorization have demonstrated the ability to perform the 4D dose reconstruction in approximately 15 ms 41 . Even without the use of hardware parallelization, modern optimization algorithms, such as the proximal operator graph solvers have shown a 1-2 order magnitude speed increase compared to conventional algorithms 25 . It is envisioned that future advances in algorithms and hardware will further reduce RT-ART processing times making the method clinically feasible.
V. CONCLUSION
The core framework for solving the RT-ART optimization problem was developed. Based on tests using patient derived step-like, continuous drift, and period motion, the RT-ART method has the potential of addressing intra-fractional patient motion changes without compromising dose conformity. To implement RT-ART clinically, significant advances in medical imaging, dose calculation, quality control systems, and radiation delivery hardware are required.
